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Abstract
Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) is the scientific/engineering discipline of
ensuring that electrical and/or electronic technologies do not emit levels of EM
energies that cause excessive EMI. It is also concerned with ensuring that
they do not suffer untoward EMI during operation.
This article explains why the conventional approach to EMC – which is based
solely on testing (usually in an EMC laboratory) – can never be sufficient to
demonstrate that safety risks due to EMI are tolerable.
It will introduce a recent IEC document on this issue, and the Institution of
Engineering and Technology’s very practical and detailed guide on how to do
EMC for Functional Safety properly.

1. Introduction
Without exception, all electrical and electronic technologies emit
electromagnetic (EM) energies into their environment. They – and the
software or firmware that runs on them – are also without exception
susceptible to suffering errors or malfunctions due to interference from EM
energies, known as electromagnetic interference (EMI).
Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) is the scientific/engineering discipline of
ensuring that electrical and/or electronic technologies do not emit levels of EM
energies that cause excessive EMI. It is also concerned with ensuring that
they do not suffer untoward EMI during operation.
The conventional approach to EMC, developed over the last few decades,
applies a fixed set of simple tests to new devices, products, equipment,
systems or installations. These tests are usually performed in an “EMC test
laboratory”, but sometimes on-site (in-situ), and they ignore all considerations
of their design, and whether they are likely to maintain their EM characteristics
over their anticipated lifetimes.
Achieving ‘functional safety’ means that safety risks due to errors in operation,
or malfunctions, will remain no worse than tolerable over the anticipated
lifetime.
So, when electronic technologies are used in devices, products, equipment,
systems or installations where their errors or malfunctions could have
implications for safety – EMC becomes an important aspect of functional
safety engineering. Their EM characteristics (emissions and susceptibility)
must remain at least adequate, over that period of time.
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Apart from EMC, all other functional safety disciplines (including software
engineering [1]) now accept that testing alone cannot achieve due diligence.
Instead, a risk management approach is required, that controls specification,
design, realization (e.g. manufacture, installation, etc.), verification, validation,
maintenance, repairs, upgrades and modifications over the lifetime.
However, this understanding has so far not been applied to EMC for
functional safety. Despite concerns being raised as long ago as 1995 [2],
most safety engineers still incorrectly believe that it is sufficient to simply
apply the conventional EMC tests, perhaps with slightly increased test levels.
This brief article describes why the conventional approach to EMC cannot on
its own achieve due diligence for functional safety, and goes on to introduce
the comprehensive EMC risk management methodology described in detail by
the IET’s new guide on EMC for Functional Safety [3].
To avoid having to repeat the phrase “devices, products, equipment,
systems or installations employing electrical and/or electronic
technologies, that have implications for functional safety” throughout this
brief article, the term “EFS” is used instead, to mean the same as where
this acronym is used in [3].

2. Background
Electronic technologies, including software or firmware, are increasingly being
used where they could affect functional safety, in almost all areas of human
life.
But all electronic technologies can suffer from errors, malfunctions and even
permanent damage due to EMI. In addition, almost all ‘EM environments’ (the
totality of all EM phenomena that could occur at a given location) is
continually worsening due to the increasing use of electronic technologies.
All modern electronic technologies rely on digital integrated circuits (ICs)
containing very large numbers of very tiny transistors. IC manufacturers are
continually shrinking the sizes of these transistors, as described by ‘Moore’s
Law’ [4]. This shrinking, plus the associated reductions in their operating
voltages and hence their logic thresholds, make them more susceptible to
EMI. So, for several reasons, the importance of EMI to the achievement of
functional safety is increasing.
Published safety standards generally deal with EMC very poorly, if they even
cover it at all [5] [6] [7]. The few that do include specific EMC requirements
simply apply conventional EMC immunity tests that can never be sufficient for
functional safety, as discussed later.
In consequence, EFS manufacturers whose products comply with minimum
regulatory requirements and/or with conventional EMC tests, such as the IEC
61000-4-x series of immunity tests, are not adequately controlling EMC for
functional safety – and so fail to control the risks for their customers, third
parties and themselves, see Figure 1.
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Figure 1

Increasing risks due to EMI

There are some recent developments that correctly address this issue,
including [8], which is effectively the ‘missing EMC Section’ of [9], and the
IET’s very comprehensive and practical new Guide [3].

3. Why Relying On EMC Testing
Cannot Achieve Due Diligence For Functional
Safety
Also see [2] [10] [11] and [12].

3.1.

Reasonably foreseeable faults are ignored

Faults can significantly affect immunity, for example:


Dry joints, open or short circuits



Out-of-tolerance or incorrect components



Missing or damaged conductive gaskets



Loose/missing fixings in enclosures or cable shielding



Failure of a surge protection device



Intermittent electrical connections

But conventional EMC tests ignore all faults – only perfect EFS specimens are
tested. If the EFS sent to the test laboratory turns out to have been
manufactured with a fault, the fault is corrected and the perfect specimen
tested.
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3.2.

Reasonably foreseeable use and misuse are ignored

Functional safety engineering generally accepts that tolerable safety risk
levels must be maintained despite reasonably foreseeable use or misuse. It is
impossible to make anything perfectly safe – but people are known to behave
in certain ways, so safety engineering takes this into account.
But the conventional approach to EMC assumes that an EFS is operated
perfectly in accordance with its User Manual at all times.
Conventional test chambers do not simulate the real-life environment
Conventional radiated field immunity tests use test chambers that are unlike
almost all real-life EM environments experienced by an EFS, so their results
can differ markedly from the immunity achieved in real life.
Some EMC test experts have suggested large and unpredictable
measurement uncertainties with the conventional test chambers [13] [14].
Reverberation chambers can provide much more realistic tests [15] [16], and
for this reason are used by many manufacturers of flight-critical avionics.

3.3.

Conventional RF modulation types and frequencies do not
simulate real-life EMI

Most civilian EMC test standards for RF immunity use amplitude modulation
with a 1kHz sinewave, for ease of testing, low costs and repeatability. Military
and aerospace manufacturers generally use 1kHz squarewave, and some
automotive manufacturers are starting to employ pulse modulation, intended
to simulate digital cellphones and radars at frequencies above 800MHz.
Real-life EM environments contain phenomena with a very wide range of
modulation types and frequencies, and [17] and [18] show that immunity can
be significantly degraded (e.g. 20dB or more) when EMI modulation
corresponds with frequencies or waveforms used in electronic processes, or
resonates with circuits, cables, transducers or loads.
The importance of modulation for RF immunity has been well-known in
military electronic warfare for decades, and has clear implications for EFS, but
is only now just starting to be tentatively addressed by some standards [19]
[20].

3.4.

Simultaneous EM phenomena are not tested

Conventional EMC immunity tests apply a limited number of types of EM
phenomena, one at a time. But in real-life an EFS is exposed to simultaneous
EM phenomena, for example: a distorted AC supply plus a conducted
transient or electrostatic discharge; two or more RF fields at different
frequencies; a radiated field plus a conducted transient or electrostatic
discharge, etc.
Simultaneous EM phenomena are becoming more likely, due to the rapid
proliferation of radio-transmitting devices, a development that has worried
ICNIRP [21] because like most organizations they have assumed that only
one occurs at a time.
Simultaneous phenomena with different frequencies can cause EMI through
intermodulation (IM), which (like demodulation) occurs naturally in non-linear
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devices such as transistors. Figure 2 shows a simple example of two RF fields
at different frequencies, which can cause EMI by…


Direct interference from each frequency independently



Demodulation of the amplitude envelopes of either frequency, or both
mixed together



Intermodulation, in which new frequencies are created

Figure 2

Example of demodulation and intermodulation

[22] shows that equipment that passes individual immunity tests can be much
more susceptible to much lower levels of the same phenomena, when they
are applied simultaneously. It is as if there is a fixed ‘noise margin’ that is
used up by EM phenomena, and when one disturbance, say an RF field, has
used up all the margin, there is no immunity left for any other EM
phenomenon.
As an example of intermodulation possibilities, consider that the conventional
approach to EMC would have us test a unit with single-frequency 1kHz
modulated radiated RF from, say, 80MHz to 5GHz. During such a test we
might discover that our unit is only susceptible when the frequency of the
radiated field coincides with the fifth harmonic of its microprocessor clock, say
within ±10MHz of 160MHz.
Being good EMC engineers we add filtering and shielding that is effective at
160MHz, allowing us to pass the test over the full frequency range. Our
filtering and shielding actually improves susceptibility over the range 16MHz
to 1.6GHz, although this is not necessary since we only failed the test at
160MHz.
But in real life our unit is exposed to a number of radiated fields in the
unlicensed 2.45GHz band, which is getting very busy these days, which enter
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our unit and intermodulate in its transistors and diodes, creating new
frequencies within its circuitry, on the ‘protected side’ of the filters and
shielding we added. If any of the new IM products happen to occur between
150 and 170MHz, our unit could malfunction, because it is especially
susceptible at that frequency.

3.5.

Only one port is tested at a time

In EMC immunity testing, a “port” is a place where EM energy can enter a unit
that is to be tested. In the case of radiated EM phenomena, it is the unit’s
enclosure. For conducted EM phenomena, it is a location where a cable
enters/exits the unit by penetrating its enclosure.
In real life, all of a unit’s ports are exposed to EM phenomena at the same
time, but with slightly different time delays between them. But conventional
immunity tests only test one port at a time.
Experiments have injected EM phenomena into all of a unit’s cable ports
simultaneously, with delays that correspond to what would be expected
between them in real life. They discovered that the immunity could be
significantly worse than when one cable was tested at a time, in the
conventional manner. Unfortunately this work has not (yet) been published, so
no reference is provided.

3.6.

The physical/climatic environment is ignored

To achieve tolerable safety risks, an EFS must maintain appropriate EM
characteristics over its anticipated lifetime, despite the effects of the
reasonably foreseeable physical and climatic environments over that
timescale, including the following issues:


Mechanical (static forces, shock, vibration, etc.)



Climatic (temperature, humidity, air pressure, etc. – both extremes and
cycling effects)



Chemical (oxidation, galvanic corrosion, conductive
condensation, drips, spray, immersion, icing, etc.)



Biological (e.g. mould growth, etc.)



Operational ‘wear and tear’ over the lifecycle (friction, fretting, repetitive
cleaning, grease build-up, etc.)

dusts,

Physical effects vary from immediate (e.g. non-flat mounting opening a gap
and degrading shielding), to long-term (e.g. corrosion of a shield joint or filter
ground bond). [23] describes a number of real-life problems of this nature.
[24] shows that up to 20dB degradation in filter attenuation can be caused by
combinations of ambient temperature, supply voltage and load current within
the filter’s ratings – compared with the results of conventional immunity tests.
Some EFS manufacturers perform highly-accelerated life tests to ensure that
functionality will be maintained over the lifecycle, but the resulting ‘aged’ units
are generally not tested to see if their EM characteristics have been
degraded, as they almost certainly will have been [25] [26].
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3.7.

Good EM design engineering is ignored

Most manufacturers design their products to function correctly, without
thinking very much about designing for EMC. Towards the end of their
projects’ development stages they start to do conventional EMC testing,
iterating their designs until they pass. This approach is very wasteful indeed
of cost and time, and often results in less cost-effective products than would
be the case if good EM design techniques had been used from the start.
More worrying, from the point of view of functional safety, is that this approach
might not reveal whether the (eventual) pass was achieved by good EM
design engineering, or by something that would not be adequately controlled
in serial manufacture.
If the design of an EFS allows its EM characteristics to be degraded by
component tolerances, semiconductor die-shrinks, variations in assembly
(e.g. cable harnesses, grounding, etc.), replacement of obsolete components,
firmware bug fixes, etc., etc. – the fact that one or more units passed EMC
tests means nothing at all for the EM characteristics of the EFS supplied to a
customer.

3.8.

Assembly errors are ignored

Good safety engineering requires testing every unit manufactured to make
sure that assembly errors have not made it unsafe. But the conventional
approach to EMC only tests one (or a few) samples and does not require
manufacturers to perform routine tests in serial manufacture to discover
assembly errors that degrade EM characteristics.
EMC test laboratory managers have told the author that it is not uncommon
for products that function correctly to fail EMC tests because of ‘misbuild’.
Although most manufacturers employ end-of-line testing to detect assembly
errors that directly affect functionality, they generally do not perform routine
testing that would discover degraded EM characteristics that could indirectly
affect functionality.
The result is that EFS with degraded EM characteristics, that could have
intolerable safety risks due to EMI, can be supplied to customers.

3.9.

Systematic effects are ignored

It is usually assumed – incorrectly – that if all the electrical/electronic units
incorporated into an EFS pass their immunity tests, then that EFS would also
pass the same tests if they were applied to it, so there is no need to apply the
tests to the EFS.
This assumption helps reduce the cost of testing large EFS, for which there
are few suitable EMC test laboratories, or which would require difficult and
costly testing in-situ.
But agreement between the EMC test results on individual products and subsystems, and the results of the same tests when performed on equipment,
systems and installations that incorporate them, is frequently found to be
poor.
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This has significant implications for the functional safety of an EFS
manufactured from third-party products and assumed to have adequate EM
characteristics simply because the individual products did. Such assumptions
are unwarranted, and cannot help achieve due diligence.

3.10. The highest test levels are not necessarily the worst
All electronic devices are non-linear, and hardware and software/firmware can
be very complex, so products can sometimes fail when tested with low-level
EM phenomena – but fail in a different way (sometimes even pass) when
tested with the maximum specified test levels.
Lower levels are generally much more likely to occur in real life, and so the
characteristics of the EFS when tested with them could be much more
significant for functional safety, than testing with just the maximum levels.
However, to save testing time and cost most immunity tests only test at the
highest level, so they could overlook important EM characteristics that could
affect safety risks.

3.11. Why can’t we just test immunity with higher levels?
The test levels applied by the usual EMC immunity test standards reckon to
cover about 80% of the amplitude range likely to be experienced by a unit in
real life. So the chances of an EM phenomenon exceeding the tested levels,
and possibly causing malfunction, is about 20%. This compares very badly
with the probabilities required for tolerable safety risks, so some people
suggest that we should just test with high-enough levels to improve the
coverage of real-life amplitudes.
Testing with levels that are double the normal ones, i.e. 6dB higher, is
frequently suggested, based on nothing more than the fact that test
equipment prices increase very rapidly when we try to create even higher
amplitudes. In some industries, such as military and flight-critical avionics, the
maximum levels that can be experienced in their EM environments is
measured by comprehensive surveys, and these levels are then usually
applied during actual tests, either by using very costly test equipment, or
novel test methods such as reverberation chambers instead of anechoic [19].
But even fully applying test amplitudes that correspond to the worst-case EM
environments cannot deal with issues such as the EM characteristics of an
EFS when subjected to certain modulation or intermodulation frequencies,
different angles of “illumination” by the EM field, ageing, wear, faults, misuse,
etc., [35].
For example, imagine that an EFS is totally protected against radiated RF in
its EM environment by a high-performance shielded enclosure, say one that
achieves 60dB attenuation of the radiated field from 1MHz to 1GHz (a
common approach in some industries).
If the design of the shielding structure is not suitable for its physical/climatic
environment, or if someone leaves the door open so they can more easily
have access to a particular adjustment, then the entire 60dB of attenuation
afforded by the enclosure can be lost in short order. To cover such a
possibility by testing, either means testing with a level that is 1,000 times
higher than the maximum amplitudes in the environment – or testing with the
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enclosure’s shielding attenuation appropriately degraded, for example
simulating foreseeable misuse by leaving its door open.

3.12. We cannot afford to rely solely on EMC testing
Achieving due diligence when doing EMC for functional safety reasons,
requires addressing all of the issues raised above, requiring a test program
that no organization (even a government) could afford, either in cost or
timescale.
For example, try to imagine creating a test programme that could prove that
an EFS would not malfunction too often, when exposed to:


All reasonably foreseeable individual and simultaneous EM and power
quality phenomena, including continuous RF with a wide variety of
modulation types and frequencies, transients and surges with a wide
variety of waveshapes, covering all of their foreseeable ranges of
amplitudes, plus...



Simultaneous exposure to all reasonably foreseeable individual and
simultaneous physical/climatic extremes,
such as high ambient
temperature, vibration and humidity, plus...



The effects of a few years of operation, taking into account all
reasonably foreseeable possibilities for overloading, wear and misuse
that, for example, could result in ageing of components (such as dried
out electrolytic capacitors), corroded shielding joints, missing shielding
fixings or panels, and a variety of faults (such as broken filter groundbonds, burnt-out surge protection devices, memory retention batteries
that no longer hold much charge, etc.).

Safety engineering tries to ensure tolerable levels of safety risks, over the
entire lifetime of an EFS. For example: exposing a member of the public to a
risk of being killed by the EFS of much less than 1 in 10,000 per year; or a
worker to a risk of death of much less than 1 in 1,000 per year.
These low levels of risk create a problem that is common throughout all safety
engineering – and evident from the above example. Relying solely on testing
an EFS (or its constituent parts) results in a multidimensional problem-space
that would require a huge expansion in the amount of ‘due diligence’ testing
that would be needed to gain sufficient confidence in achieving tolerable
safety risks.
To overcome this problem, safety engineers have learned to be cleverer:
using risk-management based approaches that involve proven good design
engineering and a wide range of verification and validation techniques
(including, but not limited to, testing).
These approaches can provide sufficient confidence that tolerable safety risks
will be achieved, in a cost-effective and timely manner. Safety-critical software
engineers learned to do this in the late 1990s, after massive amounts of work
by academics and the professions (which resulted in [1], for example).
However, [8] and [3] are the first such steps in this direction, for EMC
engineers.
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4. The IET’s New Guide: Risk Management For EMC
4.1.

A risk-management methodology is required

Because we must apply modern functional safety engineering practices to
EMC, we have to deal with all reasonably foreseeable EM disturbances using
a risk-based approach – and this is quite unlike the conventional approach
(simply testing to some immunity standards).
The IET’s new guide [3] describes a risk management approach to doing
EMC for Functional Safety that will generally require a significant learning
curve for manufacturers, functional safety assessors, and EMC test
laboratories who wish to develop the competency to assess EMC for
functional safety.
This approach has 10 basic steps, which are numbered from 0 to 9 in Figures
0.2 and 0.3 of this guide. Figure 0.2 is reproduced as Figure 3 in this article,
and applies to a ”simple” EFS. Figure 0.3 in the IET guide addresses
“complex” EFSs, for example large systems, or systems-of-systems.
Step 0 in the guide is an overview of the problem, and a description of the
overall risk management approach in sufficient detail for it to be put into
practice immediately by any competent manager, whereas Steps 1 through 9
describe practical measures and their documentation in sufficient detail for
them to be put into practice immediately by any competent engineer. The
guide also indicates how much detail and effort is required, depending on the
level of risk that the EFS manufacturer is aiming for.
The IET guide [3] is a detailed practical implementation of [8], which has been
written using the terminology of IEC 61508 [9] so that it can be used as its
‘missing EMC annex’. However, [3] has been written using terminology that
allows it to be used whichever functional safety standard, or none, is
employed on a project. This makes [3] useful, for example, for the medical
industry under its ISO 14971, and for the automotive industry under its ISO
26262 (currently in draft).
Because the IET have very kindly made this guide freely available to all [3],
the following descriptions of its Steps are very brief.
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Overview of the EMC for Functional Safety process for a ‘Simple’ EFS
An EFS is any entity employing electrical and/or electronic technologies
that provides one or more functions having a direct impact on safety
EFS Design

0

To maintain the
EM/safety performance
of the EFS over its
anticipated lifecycle, its
EM/physical design and
mitigation measures
must take account of the
lifecycle physical
phenomena
(mechanical, climatic,
biological, chemical,
etc.)

Overall EM safety planning

Determine who is in overall charge, aims of the project, boundaries of the EFS, budgets, timescales, and
the personnel and their responsibilities and authorities. Set up activities that manage all the following steps.

1

Determine intersystem EM and physical phenomena

Determine the worst-case EM/physical external environment(s) that the EFS could reasonably foreseeably
be exposed to (including emissions from other equipment or systems), over its anticipated lifecycle.
Also determine effects of emissions on other EFS.

2

Determine intrasystem EM and physical phenomena

Determine the worst-case EM/physical environment(s) that parts of the EFS could reasonably foreseeably
be exposed to due to other parts of the same EFS over its anticipated lifecycle

3

Specify EM/physical phenomena vs functional performance

Perform hazard identification and risk assessment that takes EMI into account; create a specification for the
EFS for each worst-case inter/intrasystem EM phenomenon, that also specifies relevant physical
environment phenomena, over the anticipated lifecycle of the EFS

4

5 Create EM and physical
verification/validation plans

Study and design the EFS

Including EM/safety design techniques and
EM/physical mitigation for the EFS as a
whole, and/or to standard products
incorporated within it, plus EFS user
instructions, to meet the Step 3
EM/physical/performance specification over
the anticipated lifecycle of the EFS.

Create verification and validation plans for the EFS
– and for any EM/physical mitigation measures not
incorporated within it – to verify design elements as
design and realisation progress, and to validate the
EFS at its highest practical level of assembly
against its Step 3 specification.

Volume-manufactured standard products’ EM and physical specifications
EM/physical/functional performance specifications offered by suppliers of standard volume-manufactured
products, for equipment, modules, sub-assemblies, components, software, etc.

Includes standard
products supplied by
the designer or
creator of the EFS

EFS creation

6

Select the volume-manufactured standard products to be used

So that their EM/physical/performance specifications plus the EM/safety design from Step 4
meets the EM/physical/performance specifications for the EFS from Step 3.
The required EM/physical specifications should be in the products’ purchasing contracts.
CE marking should not be taken as evidence of EM performance.

7

Design iteration may be required
(e.g. additional mitigation), if it is
desired to use certain products

Assemble/install/commission and verify the EFS

Employ QC to ensure that no problems are caused by errors, or by poor quality: materials; goods; services; workmanship, etc. Follow
the Step 5 verification plans to verify the EM and physical performance of the EFS – and any measures not incorporated within it.

8

Validate the EFS

Following the Step 5 validation plans, validate that the EM and physical performance of the EFS – and any EM and
physical mitigation measures not incorporated within it – meet their Step 3 specifications.

EFS operation, decommissioning, disposal

9

Maintain the EM/physical/performance characteristics of the EFS over its lifecycle

Including operation, maintenance, repair, refurbishment, upgrade, modification, decommissioning, disposal, etc.

Figure 3 The IET Guide’s process for a “simple” EFS
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4.2.

Step 1: Determine lifetime intersystem EM, physical and
climatic phenomena

This Step results in a specification for the worst-case EM, physical and
climatic external environments that the EFS could reasonably foreseeably be
exposed to over its anticipated lifetime [27] [28]. It includes the emissions from
equipment, systems or installations other than itself (see Step 2), and also
considers the foreseeable effects of the emissions from the EFS, on the
safety risks of other EFS.
The EM assessment of an EFS should include, but is not limited to,
reasonably foreseeable:


EM disturbances in the near-field (e.g. crosstalk in cable bundles) and
far-field (e.g. radio/radar transmitters)



Intra-system interference (between individual electronic units and
cables within an EFS)



Inter-system interference (between an EFS and the rest of the world;
also considering electronic devices carried by people and their
vehicles)



Modulation types, and their frequencies or waveshapes



Physical environment(s) (e.g. mechanical, climatic, biological, wear,
etc.)



Simultaneous EM and/or physical phenomena (including: continuous,
extremes, cycling and transients)



Faults and malfunctions (permanent or temporary)



Use and misuse



The effects of ageing



Future changes to the EM and physical environments



Component tolerances; future
obsolescence, die shrinks, etc.)

changes

to

components

(e.g.

Statistical analyses would be ideal, but it is generally only possible to
establish the types of phenomena (e.g. Figure 4), their worst-case levels, and
which ones could occur simultaneously, with any confidence.
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Figure 4

4.3.

Examples of foreseeable EM phenomena

Step 2: Determine lifetime intrasystem EM, physical and
climatic phenomena

Just as for Step 1, but the resulting specification only addresses the
phenomena caused by the EFS itself.

4.4.

Step 3: Specify the EM, physical and climatic phenomena
versus functional performance

This Step in the process takes the EM, physical and climatic environmental
specifications from Steps 1 and 2 and relates them to the functional
characteristics that are considered necessary for the achievement of tolerable
functional safety risks, to create an overall ‘EM-safety’ specification to be
included in the overall ‘safety specification’ that guides the whole project, from
design onwards.
The EM-safety specifications for units to be incorporated within an EFS are
derived from the above, taking into account any EM or physical mitigation
measures applied by the EFS or used in conjunction with it (e.g. shielding,
filtering, surge suppression, anti-vibration mountings, forced cooling, etc.).

4.5.

Step 4: Study and design the EFS

This employs a variety of EM and safety design [29] and mitigation
techniques, and detailed risk assessment techniques, for example [30]. It also
very usefully (and as far as the author is aware, for the first time ever)
describes how to apply the standardized risk assessment methods to EMC
issues.
Many EFS manufacturers already employ risk assessment methods, but they
tend to do it ‘by rote’, which is not recommended by functional safety experts
© Inside Functional Safety®
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[31] [32] – and of course they do not apply these techniques to EMC –
believing (incorrectly) that this is entirely dealt with by a programme of
conventional EMC tests.
Step 4 of the guide [3] includes 26 pages detailing numerous well-proven
EMC and physical/climatic engineering techniques that can be used, to help
those who are not familiar with thinking in these terms get quickly up to speed.
Step 4 also includes a section describing common but incorrect assumptions
in risk assessment, such as the idea that two or more independent
malfunctions or faults are always so unlikely that only ‘single-fault’ issues
need ever be considered.

4.6.

Step 5: Create EM, physical and climatic verification and
validation plans

This Step results in detailed verification and validation plans for the EFS, to
verify design elements as design and realisation progresses, and to validate
the EFS at its highest practicable level of assembly against the specifications
created by Step 3.
It should occur in parallel with Step 4, to enable very significant cost and time
savings in verification and validation to be achieved by the use of appropriate
design techniques.
Functional safety engineering employs a mixture of verification and validation
techniques [33], none of which is sufficient on its own, including:


Demonstrations



Checklists



Inspections



Reviews and Assessments



Independent reviews



Audits



Non-standardized checks and tests



Individual and/or integrated hardware tests



Validated computer modelling



EM, physical, climatic and highly-accelerated life testing (HALT) tests
[34]



Quality control (QC)

4.7.

Step 6: Selecting standard products or specifying custom
hardware/software items for incorporation in the EFS

Describes how to ensure that their EM, physical and climatic specifications,
when combined with the design techniques used by Step 4, will help ensure
that the EFS meets the EM-safety specifications from Step 3. Note that ‘CE
marking’ should never be taken as evidence of any EM characteristics (the
text in [3] explains why).
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4.8.

Step 7: Realise the EFS

This includes its assembly, plus (where appropriate) its installation and
commissioning, with the verification plans from Step 5 applied where
necessary, and appropriate quality control to ensure that every aspect of the
specified design (from Step 4) is achieved.

4.9.

Step 8: Validating the EFS

Following the Step 5 validation plans, this Step validates the EM, physical and
climatic characteristics of the EFS against the EM-safety specifications from
Step 3.

4.10. Step 9: Maintain the EM, physical and climatic
characteristics of the EFS over its lifetime
This includes checking that any assumptions that were made in Steps 1 and
2, and taking appropriate actions if real-life turns out to be worse.
It also includes employing appropriate techniques in maintenance, repair,
refurbishment, modification and upgrades (including software or firmware) to
ensure that the EM, physical and climatic characteristics of the EFS are not
degraded over its lifetime.

4.11. Additional material in the IET Guide includes...


Section 10: 94 useful references



Section 11: a useful glossary of terms and definitions, mostly regarding
EMC



Section 12: an overview of EM phenomena, and how they can cause
EMI



Section 13: very helpful checklists for use by managers, engineers and
assessors during a project.

5. Conclusions
The conventional approach to EMC – based solely on testing (usually in an
EMC laboratory) – can never be sufficient to demonstrate that safety risks due
to EMI are tolerable.
This article has introduced IEC TS 61000-1-2 Edition 2, December 2008, and
a very practical and comprehensive guide based upon it, published by the
Institution of Engineering and Technology in August 2008, that shows how to
do EMC for Functional Safety properly.
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